Instructions on how to use
The Right Stuff Grooming System

Leg Up! is a revolutionary product used at Westminster by top handlers. Leg Up! replaces the old method of bulking up the dog's legs with cholesterol and chalk. It consists of 2 types of chalk which help hold up the leg hair while repelling dirt. It is enhanced with moisturizers which are sealed into the coat to protect it from breakage and contains no oils that attract dirt. It can be left on without harm, or removed with a damp cloth and slicker brush. Either way we know you will be happy with the results.

Simply emulsify a small amount of Leg Up! between your palms. Work into the dog's leg and foot hair against the natural lay of the hair. Do this on all 4 legs. THEN follow with a slicker brush to remove any residual clumps, again brushing against the grain or growth pattern of your dog's fur.

Turning Point is a medium weight, leave in conditioner; enhanced with silk proteins, panthenol, and a lightweight holding gel. It also contains all 18 amino acids, proteins, humectants, and B vitamins. Turning Point can be used alone or as a base for the Winning Factor. Turning Point is best applied sparingly one of two ways.

- Dilute ½ to 1 oz in at least a 24 oz spray bottle with water.
- Emulsify a small amount in your palms, lightly distribute over the coat.
- Follow either application with a brushing.
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Final Finish is a conditioner with silk protein, panthenol, and marine collagen. For the Best in Coat award for double coated breeds and some soft coated. Leave-in conditioner and finishing cream in one. Final Finish is a light weight bodying leave-in conditioner and finishing cream. It holds up the coat, giving it a plush texture without residue. Final Finish is best applied diluted with water:

Dilute in a spray bottle 15 parts water to 1 part Final Finish or rub a small amount in your palms and work into the coat. Follow with brushing and mist with water.

Winning Factor is water-soluble and therefore reactivates with water. It contains 18 amino acids and proteins to strengthen the coat and seal split ends. It is enriched with proteins, panthenol, and collagen to add body and shine while conditioning.

As with Turning Point, application method is your preference. We suggest diluting in a spray bottle of water at a ratio of 10% to 50%, then applying during final grooming. It can be used full strength during the final grooming, then just touch up with water in the ring.
THE RIGHT STUFF
GROOMING SYSTEM

What makes our products unique?

Each product was designed with the health of your dog’s skin and coat in mind. The Right Stuff Grooming System products absorb readily without residue buildup. We use ONLY human grade ingredients with the full-body health of both you and your dog in mind.

The Right Stuff Grooming System is a combination of grooming “building block” products developed to address specific grooming needs and challenges. Our products were created so that they can be used individually, but the best results are realized when they are used as a total grooming system.

TURNING POINT – to detangle mats and hydrate the coat without added oil.

FINAL FINISH – to bring moisture to the coat, again without residue build up.

WINNING FACTOR – to texturize and volumize the coat.

LEG UP! – our one-of-a-kind oil-free and water-based cream chalk comes with whitener, for the show dog needing to be chalked.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

TURNING POINT is a light to medium weight leave-in conditioner, enhanced with silk proteins. It is best applied sparingly, either diluted 1 oz to 15 oz spray bottle of water; or lightly distributed with your hands over the dog’s coat, followed by a thorough brushing. For heavily matted coats, add 2-4 oz to a 32oz bottle of shampoo and wash as normal. Lastly, a small drop worked into a matt will loosen the tangle and allow for easy removal with brushing.

Cost: $22.00 (8 oz)

FINAL FINISH is a lightweight leave-in moisturizing finishing product. The active ingredient is an oil-free humectant that adds volume by absorbing atmospheric moisture as it conditions. Final Finish is best applied diluted 1 oz to 12-16 oz warm water in a spray bottle. Mist on the coat and brush as usual. Use in place of plain water! Cost: $22.00 (8 oz)

WINNING FACTOR adds body, texture, and shine while sealing split ends. It is rich in proteins and collagen and can be reactivated at any time simply by misting with water and brushing. We suggest diluting in a spray bottle at 1 to 5 oz in 12 to 15 oz of water. Cost: $18.00 (8 oz)

LEG UP! is a revolutionary product used by top handlers! Leg Up! is a water-based and oil-free, using 3 types of food- or cosmetic-grade chalks and a moisturizer to protect the coat. Also contains a whitening agent. It can be used anywhere you would use chalk, with or without additional chalk added. Leg Up! can be left on without harm to the dog’s coat, or easily removed by brushing. Emulsify a small amount between your palms with water and work into the dog’s coat (i.e. legs and feet, top knot, etc.), then follow with brushing. Additional chalk can be added when finishing. Finish by brushing against the natural lay of the fur to remove clumps and add volume.

Cost: $12.00 (4 oz)
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